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Abstract. In this work is indicated how it could be possible to evaluate the limit stress 
of the thermo-elastic phase of deformation by  thermo-analysing the surface of the  
specimen during a static traction test. Adding the temperature curve measured on a small 
area of the surface (the hottest) to the classic stress-strain curve, it is possible to evaluate 
a limit temperature T0  coincident with the beginning of the non linear trend of the curve.  
The corresponding stress value is coincident with the fatigue limit of the analyzed 
component. As an example, the results of traction tests performed on two notched 
specimens, where the change of linearity in the temperature curve during static traction 
test was evident, are reported. The corresponding value of stress was a good 
approximation of the fatigue limit for R = - 1, determined by the conventional method. 
The aim of the reported examples in this paper  must be interpreted as support to the 
basic principle of the method  and not as the results of a complete experimental planning 
of which we  will comment  in an another occasion.  

1 Nomenclature 
El   energy required for fatigue fracture 
�l  integral of a surface point temperature, proportional to El,  at fatigue fracture  
�    stress 
�0   fatigue limit for R = -1 (limit stress above  which some crystal is plasticized)) 
�i   minimum stress  
�s   maximum stress  
�m  mean stress 
�p   plastic stress  
� 0,2 yield stress  
�r     fracture strength/original cross sectional area and tr is the test time with thermo plastic behaviour 
f     loading frequency  
R   stress ratio 
�     strain   
�0    strain corresponding  to �0  
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�p    medium plastic  strain (�p = �lp/l0) 
N   current number of cycles 
Nf   numbers of cycles to failure 
 
�    coefficient of linear thermal expansion  
T    surface temperature 
Ta   ambient temperature  
T0   “limit temperature” (corresponding to the end of the thermo-elastic phase)  
�T temperature increment of the hottest area   
E    modulus of elasticity  
�     Poisson coefficient 
�     density 
c�    specific heat for constant strain  
c�    specific heat for constant stress 
kc    thermal convection coefficient 
Km   thermo-elastic constant 
�Qp plastic energy released as heat 
dQe  energy released as heat  
Ve    volume elastically strained,   
Vp    plastic volume 
V  = Ve  + Vp  examined volume 
t0      test time with thermo-elastic behaviour (corresponding to T0)  
tr      test time with thermo-plastic behaviour  
tf= t0+ tr  complete test time  
vc  velocity of the applied load  
Ve  volume V in which the  crystals are elastically strained, 
dVp rate of the volume V plastically deformed (dVp=V-Ve) 
S original cross sectional area of the specimen 
l0 original length of the specimen 
�lp plastic elongation 
dTe  temperature increment of elastic crystal in confront to ambient temperature 
dT temperature increment of the volume V in confront to ambient temperature 
 	 Taylor coefficient  

2 Introduction 
Over the last 20 years, following the procedures devised by Locati [1,2] and Prot [3,4] to 

estimate the fatigue limit in short time and following Foppl’s studies on the link between the internal 
damping and the fatigue resistance [5,6], many researchers have used the measurement of the 
specimen surface temperature during fatigue test to propose experimental methods to estimate the 
material fatigue limit. In particular, J F. Delorme et al. [7]  studied the energy dissipated in a solid 
subjected to fatigue loading by measuring the temperature by means of semiconductor thermopiles. 
Dengel and Harig [8]  used thermocouples to read the temperature during the fatigue test. Kaleta, et 
al. [9] used radiation thermometer and the energy released as heat was measured with an electric 
modelling method. In the same work the authors proposed a physical model to justify  the 
fundamental assumption that the amount of energy needed to cause the fracture is constant 
independently of loading conditions. They noted also that the value of the fatigue limit was 
coincident with the first increase  of the temperature. In 1984  Caltabiano et al [10 and 11] began to 
use thermograph to investigate the temperature surface during fatigue tests. They observed that 
under a load magnitude above the fatigue limit it  was possible to localize the point where the 
specimen should fail. On the basis of the results reported in Refs [10 and 11], Curti, Risitano et al. 
[12 and 13] proposed a new method for the rapid determination of the fatigue limit. Risitano and La 
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Rosa [14]  proposed a method to determinate the fatigue limit using a very limited number of 
specimens (theoretically only one, three in practical applications). The specimen was loaded  at 
different steps. The loads were applied progressively starting from the lowest to the highest. The 
analysis of the data was performed in the same way of Curti and  Risitano [12]. Luong et al. [15-18]  
used the thermograph to measure the surface temperature and proposed a method similar to the one 
devised by Curti and Risitano [12]. Luong found the fatigue limit to be coincident with the load for 
which  the temperature versus load  curve  changes the slop. The method uses two curves, one for 
stresses below the fatigue limit, the other for stresses above the fatigue limit. The stress  
corresponding to the intersection of the two curves was indicated as the fatigue limit. Blarasin et 
al.[19]  using a method similar to the one proposed by Curti and Risitano[12] performed tests on a 
mechanical component (i.e, a connecting rod). Curà et al. [20] proposed a new iteration method as 
improvement of the Luong method to more accurately estimate the fatigue limit.  

Starting from the hypothesis that the failure of a specimen (or a mechanical component) for 
fatigue stress occurs when the dissipated energy reaches a value El (limit energy) which is constant 
independently of loading conditions [7,9,21], Fargione et al. [22]  proposed, for the first time, a new 
method (Risitano method) to determinate the fatigue curve (Wohler curve) of a material. By means 
of experimental control data performed in identical conditions (equal value of stress ratio R and test 
frequency f),  it was verified that the value at the fatigue fracture of the energetic parameter (�l ), in 
the same away as El, remains constant independent from loading conditions. �l  is the integral of a 
surface point temperature (the hottest) during the high cycles fatigue test, for different  value of the 
maximum stress (fig. 1). This permits one to associate  the temperature of stabilization to the number 
of cycles to failure. In 2008 F. Walter and D. Eifler [23] proposed a accelerated procedure for the 
determination of the Wöehler curve. They used a similar procedure as the one discussed in Ref [22] 
(step loads) in order to load the specimens and they measured the temperature of the specimen 
surface together with the electrical resistance of the specimen. By the Basquin equation which was 
adapted by the electrical measured parameters,  they calculated the fatigue curve for a constant 
amplitude loading and random loading. All methods quoted above are based on the fact that in 
fatigue tests, from a thermal point of view, the elastic internal effect is negligible in comparison to 
the effect of the dissipative part  associated with the fatigue behaviour. In 1995 Geraci et al [24] 
looked at  the temperature of the steel specimens surface during static traction tests by infrared 
thermography to follow the trend. They noted the possibility to detect the thermoelastic effect and 
that the change of linear trend was independent from the applied speed rate.  

On the basis of the hypothesis of Feltner and Morrow [21], confirmed by J F Delorme [7] and 
used by Kaleta et al. [9] and Risitano [22], Blonty  and Kaleta worked both on mathematical model 
[24] and in experimental way [26,27] to study the energy expended in the material by determination 
of the heat energy released  during the fatigue test. Atzori et al. [28,29] studied the relation between 
the stress amplitude in fatigue tests, the specific heat loss and the fatigue life. Meneghetti [30] 
defined a theoretical model in order to determine the specific heat loss per cycle by surface 
temperature measurements during fatigue tests. Plekhev et al. [31] developed a thermodynamic 
internal variable model to analyze the plastic deformation localization in metals. The model allows 
to describe the stored and dissipated parts of energy under plastic flow. Klingbeil  [32]  linked the 
fatigue crack growth with the total plastic energy dissipation per cycle obtained by elastic-plastic 
finite element simulation of the fatigue tests. Boulangeret et al. [33]  used the calorimetric analysis to 
estimate the thermoelastic energetic part and the dissipative part during fatigue tests of steel 
specimen.  Ranc et al [34] studied the propagation of the crack in the gigacycles fatigue regime 
developing a thermomechanical model. They observed by infrared analysis that the  propagation 
stage of the crack constitutes a small part of the lifetime of the specimen. Selek et al.[35] studied the 
crack initiation by artificial neural networks  using thermographical temperature profiles of AISI 37 
under reverse bending. Lazzarin et al. [36] studied the local energy density in welded joint and the 
value of the strain energy averaged over a well-defined control volume was given in closed form. 
Chrysochoos and Louche [37] analyzed the temperature surface by infrared camera during a static 
traction test of a flat and thin parallelepiped sample. By using an infrared image processing based on 
Fourier’s techniques, they observed a sudden dissipative effect due to the propagation of the Luders 
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band during the local plastic deformation. In 2009 Plekhov and Naimark [38] with the use of a high 
sensitivity infrared camera, demonstrated that in static traction test the plastic deformation is 
accompanied by emergence of heat waves and their propagation over the specimen surface were 
therefore studied.  

In this complex scenario, aim of the present paper is to devise a method for the evaluation of the 
fatigue limit of a material or of a structural component by thermographic analysis of a simple static 
tests and not of more complicate and expensive fatigue tests. The use of high precision thermal 
sensors, able to read the temperature surface with 0,02 C° precision, allowed the authors to analyze 
the trend of temperature during a static traction test. The potentiality of the image analysis system 
permitted to follow the variation of the temperature at any point of the specimen surface during the 
test. Therefore, in this work, it is proposed, for the first time (as far as the authors are aware) a 
method to define the fatigue limit of a material or a mechanical component by the thermo analysis of 
the surface temperature of the specimen (component) during a classic uni-axial tensile static test. The 
stress at which the thermo-elastic phase finishes gives a good estimate of the value of the fatigue 
limit for a stress ratio R= -1. 

�

����

�����������

������

  
Fig1. Parameter �l for different load (�i )                     Fig. 2.  Stress-strain and temperature curve  
 
 
3 The temperature in static tensile test 
 
It is known that fatigue failures occur at those points where the local stress is able to give plastic 

deformation. In fact, in the points where there are micro-defects  (structural or superficial) the 
stresses are intensified in comparison to the average stress value (load/area) and are reached local 
stress conditions that result in fatigue failures. Therefore, in different manner than the traditional 
definition, we can define as fatigue limit of the material, the average value of stress (load/area) in 
a monoaxial traction  test, for which, at some point of the material, plastic local conditions are 
reached, conditions which are not visible by classic instrumentation, but only through a deep 
thermal surface analysis.  

It is known also that during a static tensile test, the  micro-plasticization process zone is the II in 
figure 2. Following the I zone, where the average stress is so low that every crystal is stressed into 
the elastic field, in the II zone the average stress has a value so that the  most part of the crystals are 
interested by elastic deformations, but some crystals are plastically deformed. Following the removal 
of the load, the specimen returns to the same macroscopic condition. In terms of thermal  behaviour 
of the material during a tensile static test, we can distinguish two phases: 

� the first phase in which all crystals are deformed in an elastic field (zone I in figure 2). In 
this phase, the relation stress-strain is linear. 

� the second phase in which not all crystals are deformed in an elastic field, and only some 
are deformed in the plastic field (zone II in figure 2). 
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In the first phase, the behaviour of the material follows the thermo-elasticity theory [40]. As it is 
already known,  for an elastic body the  stress-strain law can be written as: 

{� } = [C] ({ � }-{ � }�T)       (1) 

where � is the thermal elongation coefficient,  �T is the temperature variation of the material and C 
is  the stiffness matrix. 

Under the hypothesis of adiabatic phenomena, for a static traction test of isotropic material, being 
� = �m constant at any point of the specimen,  the first thermodynamic law leads to:  

 
�T = - Km T �m                                                        (2) 

 
In this phase, the surface temperature shows a linear decrement during the application of the 

tensile load. If for the applied stress �p (lower than � 0,2)  a plasticity condition in some defected point 
(small volume dVp) of the material volume V is reached, at this point the Eq. (2) is no longer valid 
and the effect of the dissipative  plastic deformation is associated with a thermal energy dQp  that 
changes the linear trend of the temperature during the application of the load. Therefore, there will 
be a part (Ve=V-dVp) of the volume V that  will follow  the linear elastic law, and a part  dVp that,  in 
a hypothesis of an ideal plastic condition,  adds heat, i.e. dQp=	 �p d�p . (	 Taylor coefficient). With 
the increase  of the stress, the plastic deformation in the volume dVp grows and at the same time, in 
other crystals, the plasticization process begins and consequently also the heat contribution. In this 
phase, the quantity of heat  is a function of the stress, of the local strain law, of the increase in time 
of deformation, and of the distribution in the volume V of the plasticization process during the time.   

In the literature there are  many analytical and numerical models that link the damage with 
energy and thermal variation for fatigue loading [25-36] and for static tensile test [37,38] and the 
hypothesis concerning the plasticization model, internal heat  and external transmission, can help  to 
find qualitative solutions only. Following the above easy engineering  model, using the similar  
conditions assumed for  the thermo-elasticity theory (adiabatic phenomena are accepted even at 
moderate strain rates), following the thermoelastic phase, the temperature vs test time can be written 
as:   

 
            T =-Km Ta �r(t/ tr) + [	 �0 �p (t /tr)2]/ �c� +[Km Ta �r (t/ tr)3]/3                           (3) 

 
With the symbols reported in “Nomenclature”, it was assumed:  

 
� =  �0  +  t �0 /t0 ,    �p = �lp/l0 =vctr/l0 ,           vc = t �r S/tr           Vp= t2V/tr

2          Ve =V- t2V/tr
2 

 
and  	 =0,9 (constant)  even if it is known that the Tailor coefficient  is not constant particularly in 
the first strain rates [42,43]. As it will be seen,  the equation (3) fits the experimental  results very 
well. If we would be able to capture the first plastic heat in relation to the external average stress 
applied, we could find the stress that produces the first plastic damage in the specimen and therefore 
the conventional fatigue limit  for R= -1. In fact, if this stress were applied  in a fatigue test of the 
specimen, the specimen would fail; instead, for fatigue stress under this value, the specimen would 
not reach the failure point. This remark suggests that the fatigue limit can be found by the 
individualisation of the first  plasticization at which a internal heat is released and consequently a 
surface increment of the temperature follows. Therefore by a static traction test, using adequate 
instrumentation and test conditions, it is possible to find the fatigue limit stress �0 (average value of 
the external applied stress) through the determination of the “temperature limit” T0, where T0 is the 
temperature for which in a stress (strain) vs. temperature curve the linear trend finishes, therefore, 
for the first time, a variation of the derivate is noted (figure 2). 

Following the elastic phase, the number of crystals plasticized increases with the load and after  
reaching the stress yield,  the heat production is so much that the elastic effect of the elastic 
deformed crystals is masked and the surface temperature therefore reaches positive values. In figure 
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2, in qualitative form, a stress–strain curve and the corresponding temperature–strain curve with the 
indication of T0 and the fatigue limit �0 is reported. 

4 Testing procedure for the experimental determination of T0 and �0 
Following what it is said above, it is possible to have an experimental definition of temperature 

T0 and consequently of the zone where the plasticization appears for the first time. The increase in 
temperature depends on the material characteristics (for steel at an ambient temperature of 23°C 
there is an increase of approximately 0,1 °C, for each 100 N/mm2 of stress), on the sensibility of the 
thermal sensors, on the image analysis quality, on the signals synchronization of the three parameters 
(load, elongation and surface temperature). 

As a general indication, we can say that during the first phase (perfectly elastic) for which at any 
point of the surface is  �T = -KmT �m , the temperature variations are proportional to the thermo-
elastic coefficient Km (approximately 3,3x10-12 [Pa-1] for steel and 10x10-12 [Pa-1] for aluminium 
alloy) and to the point value of the stress. The temperature variations are more evident near the high 
stress concentration point.  

The authors used the method before reported in different cases to verify the fatigue limit �0  
finding values in sound agreement with those determined by means of traditional methods [44] or 
Risitano’s methods [14] for R= -1. As an example, here an application of the method to the steel Fe 
36 notched specimen (figure 3) is reported. The testing  machine was Instron model 8501 100 kN 
Servo Hydraulic Machine and The thermographic scanner was Flir System model SC-3000. The 
image processing was also performed by Flir system. The frequency of image acquisition was 1 
imm./s. The emissivity coefficient was 0,98.  In figure 4, the load-elongation curve of the specimen 
is reported. The test velocity adopted for the tensile test was 22N/s.  In figure 5, the load vs time and 
the corresponding curve temperature vs time are reported. The temperature was that of the surface 
point near the hole boundary. In the same figure, the temperature found by equation (3) for equal 
value of load velocity and with the test values of �0 = 0,0014 and �p= �lp/l0 = 0,04 is reported. In this 
case it is very evident the gradient’s change and it is easy to determine T0 and consequently, the 
corresponding load [5,8 kN].  The fatigue limit load, determined by traditional method for R=-1, was 
5,7 kN.  As an example, the figure 6 shows 4 (at the beginning of the test, at the middle of the test, 
before the failure, and at the failure)  of the circa 2400 test recorded images. In figure 7 is reported 
the test curves for a specimen different from the previous one only for the working (smooth surface) 
of the hole. In this case, the load velocity was twice the one of the previous test [44N/s], i.e. �0 
=0,0024  and �p =0,04.  The value of the load corresponding to the change of gradient pointed in the 
figure was [9 kN] and the fatigue load limit for R= -1 found by traditional method and Risitano’s 
method was 9,1. Also in this case the analytical curve fitted the experimental curve well. 

As in the previous example, the figure 8 shows  4 of the images recorded during the test. 

       

Load vs elongation of the Fe 36 specimen (A2-OS2)
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Fig. 3. Dimensions (mm)  of the specimens              Fig. 4. Load vs elongation of the Fe 36 specimen
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Fig. 5. Temperature evolution   curves.       Fig. 6. Thermographic  images of the specimen   
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Fig. 6. Temperature evolution   curves.        Fig. 8. Thermographic images of the  specimen 

 

5 Conclusions 
The thermal analysis in static and dynamic test can efficiently aid to characterize the mechanical 

properties of engineering materials.  
The Authors in this work propose a method to estimate the fatigue limit of a material (or a 

mechanical component) by thermographic analysis of a simple traction static tests.  
The method is completely different from the others proposed by other authors that use cyclic 

loading. In fact, the fatigue limit �0 can be found by the individualisation of stress � able to produce 
the first  plasticization at which internal heat is released and consequently a change of the linear 
trend of the surface temperature occurs . 

According to this method,  the traction stress �0 corresponding to the end of the linear decrease of 
the local temperature of the most critical point (the hottest), is a good approximated value of the 
fatigue limit for R= -1. 

As an example, final diagrams for two applications are reported. In these applications the reading 
of the fatigue limit is particularly clear and in a good approximation with that found by the 
traditional method and by Risitano method. 
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